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ACROSS
2.  This is how wrestlers are grouped
3.  The number of weight classes in high school wrestling
7.  Grabbing an opponent’s torso
9.  A form of wrestling
14.  Maneuver to get opponent on the mat
15.  One way to win a match is to pin these to the mat
17.  The number of weight classes in international wrestling
18.  One-piece garment worn by wrestlers
19.  A reversal maneuver
20.  These are not used in Greco-Roman wrestling
21.  Point lead needed to win a match
  
 

DOWN
1.  Takes precedence over points
4.  Purpose of an inside-leg standup
5.  The number of weight classes in college wrestling 
6.  One of the W’s in WWF
7.  Most consider him the greatest American heavyweight 

freestyle wrestler
8.  Wrapping an arm around an opponent’s head
10.  Changes in these increased spectator enjoyment 
11.  What happens when one wrestler controls the other
12.  Points awarded if hold is maintained less than five 

seconds 
13.  One form of wrestling
16.  A short _____ out is done to escape
18.  Points awarded if hold is maintained over five seconds 

with both shoulders to the mat
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Wrestling

Freestyle

Mat

Takedown

Wrestler

Pinning

Referee

Opponent

Escapes

Reversal

Headlock

Bearhug

Switch

Concentration

Focus

NCAA

Practice

Singlet

Headgear

Olympic

Predicament

Find these words in the above puzzle. Circle the words.

Physical Education Sports and Activities: Wrestling
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WORD SCRAMBLE  WRESTLING
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